Enrichment
Enrichment

Summer 1- Year 3

• Clues to the past – local walk
• Meet a Victorian maid
• Making a Victoria sponge

How did the Victorians
change West Didsbury?

Computing
Computing
•
•
•

Use search engines effectively
Use Kiddle to research information on
the internet and decide whether it is
completely factual
Using digital media including PowerPoint

Literacy
English
Read Pie Corbett’s warning tale – The Canal.
Children to become familiar with the text map and
actions.
Children will then independently write their own
warning tale using the structure of the original text.

RE/PSHE

RE/ PSHE
• What rules should we follow?
• Who makes rules and the law?
• What would happen if there were no rules or
laws?
• story of Moses and the 10 commandments
• Fake is a mistake

Class to review a news blog about a train accident
to link with topic. Children will then innovate this
report to write about another accident in Didsbury
involving tram/ boat.
We will also record our news blog.

Science

Science

Maths

• Learn the names of different parts of plants, and
the jobs they do.
• What do plants need to grow well?
• Transportation of water within plants.
• Parts of a flower
• The life cycle of a flowering plant

Art/DT

Art/ DT

• Research Victorian artist William Morris – make
observational drawings of flowers; can you turn
one of them into a repeating pattern?
• Victorian silhouettes
• The art of Matisse
• Making a Victoria sponge

Maths

ADD PICTURE

PE
PE
• Baseball – rules, skills and technique
• Gym - symmetry

Music

Music
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Garageband
Using smart instruments
Combine different synthesised instruments
to make a short piece of music.

Spanish

Spanish
• Food we eat every day – fruit and vegetables,
breakfast foods, drinks
• Ordering in a café – saying please and thankyou
• Shop using numbers you know to make prices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparing and drawing turns and angles
Horizontal, vertical, parallel and perpendicular
Recognise and describe 2D and 3D shapes
Equivalent fractions
Compare and order fractions
Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
Revision of written methods and times tables

Humanities
Humanities

• People who made a difference in Victorian times
such as Dr Barnado or Florence Nightingale
• What was life like for children in Victorian times?
• Describe and compare locations and landscapes
• Fieldwork, sketches and equipment

